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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Tom has asked you why the numbers returned by his searches are not right. He shows you three JQL queries:

How can you fix this?

Options: 
A- Change the query to project = ''Cake Baking'' and fixVersion ~ 1.1.0.

B- Change the query to project = ''Cake Baking'' and ( fixVersion is empty or fixVersion != 1.1.0 ).

C- Rename the versions so they do not contain periods.

D- Identify the missing issues and change the permissions so that everyone can see them.

E- Change the query to project = ''Cake Baking'' and fixVersion not in (1.1.0).



Answer: 
D

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A team complains that many of their issues are in the Closed status, but do not have a resolution set, which causes problems with

reporting. The project uses a single workflow.

You want to set the resolution to Done on all existing issues in the Closed status.

Which combination of workflow elements and a bulk operation will achieve this?

Options: 
A- A temporary transition and a trigger

An Edit Issues bulk operation

B- A temporary transition and a post function

A Transition Issues bulk operation

C- A screen and the Resolution field

A Move Issues bulk operation



D- A screen and a custom field

An Edit Issues bulk operation

E- A temporary transition and a screen

An Edit Issues bulk operation

Answer: 
A

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Sundar's development projects are falling behind. He wants to write a JQL query to find issues that meet all three of these criteria:

* He is the project lead of the project or the project is DEV.

* fixVersion had been set to 4.3 at some point but was later removed.

* Issues were created in the first 15 days of this month.

The Exhibit shows the JQL query he created.



Which statement about Sundar's query is true?

Options: 
A- The query will not return the right set of issues because the parentheses are wrong.

B- The query will not return the right set of issues because lines 2 and 3 are wrong.

C- The query will return the right set of issues, but it is inefficient.

D- The query is well written and will return the right set of issues.

E- The query is valid, but it will not run without a Jira Marketplace app.

F- The query will not return the right set of issues because line 2 only is wrong.

Answer: 
E

Question 4



Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your company will migrate to Jir a.

You plan to import with a CSV file.

Which fields are required as CSV columns for your import?

Options: 
A- Project

B- Project, Summary

C- Summary

D- Project, Issue Type

E- Summary, Issue Type

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 



Each CSV file must possess a heading row with a Summary column

https://confluence.atlassian.com/adminjiraserver/importing-data-from-csv-938847533.html

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Managers want to ensure that every issue in Jira always has an assignee.

Which change will definitely meet this requirement?

Options: 
A- Update post functions to set the assignee appropriately at each workflow transition.

B- Set Default Assignee to Project Lead in every project.

C- Use components for automatic assignment in every project.

D- Make the assignee required on workflow transition screens.

E- Make the assignee required through field configurations.

https://confluence.atlassian.com/adminjiraserver/importing-data-from-csv-938847533.html


F- Set the global option ''Allow unassigned issues'' to OFF.

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 

https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Answers-Developer-QUESTION NO:s/Conditional-Post-Function/qaqp/

561594

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A project manager wants to stay aware of the support requests that are being raised in his project.

He wants to know if:

* the team is able to handle the number of issues that are being raised in the project

* there are team members who work on more than 2 issues at any given time

https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Answers-Developer-QUESTION


* there are sets of issues that need significantly more time to resolve when compared to others over time

Which three gadgets will show him the information he needs? (Choose three.)

Options: 
A- Activity Stream

B- Created vs. Resolved Chart

C- Two Dimensional Filter Statistics

D- Resolution Time

E- Labels

Answer: 
A, C, E

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which time tracking configuration can be controlled on a global basis for all projects in Jira?



Options: 
A- which users or groups have the ability to log work on issues

B- whether time tracking fields are available on standard versus sub-task issue types

C- the default time unit on estimates when users don't explicitly specify one

D- which users have the ability to edit or delete their own or other users' worklogs

E- whether Original Estimate is required when creating issues

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 

https://www.softwaretestinghelp.com/jira-time-tracking/

https://www.softwaretestinghelp.com/jira-time-tracking/
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